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•   Tokamaks –       
confinement = current 

•   Most of the current in a 
steady-state tokamak 
fusion reactor is 
‘bootstrap’ 

•   Still need ~MA of current 
driven by other means 

•   Reactor studies typically 
show that the current 
must be driven at 
mid-radius 

•   Wave current drive 
proven successful, but 
challenges remain 

Tokamaks – the need for non-inductive current drive 

The generic tokamak 

R.I. Pinsker/APS-DPP 2014/October 2014 
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Motivation – wave current drive with  
collisionless damping mechanisms 

Karney and Fisch, 1979 

R.I. Pinsker/APS-DPP 2014/October 2014 

 

•   Idea – transfer energy to 
electrons in toroidally directional 
way in velocity space 

•   Since in a reactor collisions are 
infrequent, must use damping 
mechanisms that dominate in 
low collisionality limit 
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•   RF current drive works spectacularly well! Let me remind 
you in the next few slides about lower hybrid current 
drive – 10 to 20 years old 

•   Linkages between this topic, space science, and to rf 
plasma source physics are intrinsically interesting 

•   A twist on current drive that has never been tested in a 
situation where it should work is about to be tried 
experimentally – it is required for most reactor designs 
based on the Advanced Tokamak 

Why you should care about this topic 

R.I. Pinsker/APS-DPP 2014/October 2014 
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3.5 MA driven with 4.8 MW of 2 GHz LH in JT-60U at low 
density (~1.2 x 1019 m-3), similar 3 MA LHCD on JET 

R.I. Pinsker/APS-DPP 2014/October 2014 

JT-60U 
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•   Courtesy of Tore Supra 

TRIAM 1-M ran for over 2 hours (!), Tore Supra for 6 minutes 
with over 1 GJ  injected and extracted – both with LHCD 

R.I. Pinsker/APS-DPP 2014/October 2014 

TORE SUPRA 
1.07 GJ, 6 min 18 s 
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•   Electron damping mechanisms available for current drive 
–   Parallel and perpendicular damping mechanisms 

–   Properties of the damping mechanisms set requirements on wave, 
frequency, wavelength choices 

•   What waves are available? 
–   Jargon in different fields (fusion, plasma sources, space science) 

–   Why the interest in the “lower hybrid range of frequencies”? 

–   Wave propagation in that range 

–   Fast waves: transition from Alfven-wave-like to whistler-like behavior 

•   Key point: properties of Landau damping, wave ‘accessibility’ 
impose limits on wavelength that imply coupling is not easy 
from vacuum, for either wave branch in the LHRF 

•   DIII-D experiment on helicon/whistler 

Outline of presentation 

R.I. Pinsker/APS-DPP 2014/October 2014 
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•   What are the damping mechanisms?  

Two classes of collisionless absorption: parallel and 
perpendicular (to static B field) interactions 

•   Charged particle motion 
along static B-field 
unaffected by B0, so 
interactions divide into 
parallel and 
perpendicular •   Parallel force: 

•   Electric: wave       pushes on charge 
via F||=qE||    

•   Cares about sign of k|| , so by 
launching waves with only one sign 
of k||       (directional spectrum), can 
interact with electrons moving in 
one direction: current drive 

•   Familiar resonance 
condition is v||=vph or           
ω-k||v||       = 0         

          Landau damping 

!E||

R.I. Pinsker/APS-DPP 2014/October 2014 
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•   Charged particle interacts with 
circularly polarized wave electric field 
component ⊥ B0 

•   Resonance condition: particle sees 
steady E-field in its rest frame 

•   Particle feels wave fields at Doppler-
shifted frequency ω-k||v|| , and 
resonance requires 
•   ω-k||v||  = Ωq  and 
•   Handedness of rotation same as 

that of the charged particle’s orbit 
•   If wave fields vary across orbit (k⊥ρ ~1), 

interaction exists at harmonics, so 
general resonance condition:             
ω-k||v||  = Ωq ( an integer) 

Other collisionless absorption process: 
cyclotron damping (‘perpendicular’) 

R.I. Pinsker/APS-DPP 2014/October 2014 
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•   ||>0: Cyclotron damping 
•   Involved E-field is perpendicular to B0, and parity of circularly 

polarized component of wave field matters a lot 
•   Frequency close to cyclotron frequency or harmonics if 

perpendicular wavenumber is nonzero 

•   We are interested in electron current drive, done by 
asymmetrically interacting with electrons with +v|| and –v|| 

•   Can be done with =1 or =2 electron cyclotron interaction, 
which is another story (ECCD) 

•   At frequencies below =1 ECR, only available collisionless 
electron damping is via parallel interactions (=0), where the 
involved E-field is parallel to B0 

Different parts of the wave electric fields are  
involved in the two classes of collisionless damping 

R.I. Pinsker/APS-DPP 2014/October 2014 
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•   To advance towards more challenging task of mid-radius 
current drive, need to apply understanding of wave 
propagation and current drive efficiency to find the best wave 
parameters – the ones that are ‘just right’ 

Even in complicated regimes, damping and 
current drive efficiency are well understood 

FWCD on DIII-D ECCD on DIII-D LHCD on PLT 

R.I. Pinsker/APS-DPP 2014/October 2014 
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Efficiency and accessibility: 

•   Greater efficiency is possible (and demonstrated for slow 
wave LHCD) – efficiency of current drive scales as  
–   Trapping can be a small effect for absorption by parallel 

interactions with fast electrons (interacting with electrons far from 
trapped-passing boundary in velocity space) 

•   Ray paths in ECRF refract away from high density, so 
penetration at high (reactor-like) densities can be an issue 
(example of wave accessibility) 

•   Key point: often conflict between the most efficient waves and 
their accessibility to the desired location in the plasma 

•   Leads to existence of optimal choices 

What are the advantages of using =0 absorption 
processes for off-axis current drive? 

v||
2

R.I. Pinsker/APS-DPP 2014/October 2014 
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Example of advantage of ||  interactions: ‘helicons’ in FNSF-AT 

•  ‘Helicons’ predicted to drive off-axis 
current 1.5-2.5x more efficiently than ECCD 
in FNSF-AT design 

• Higher CD efficiency in the right place in 
the plasma is why helicons were chosen 
for ARIES-AT       [Jardin, et al., 1997] 

FNSF-AT 
Equilibrium 

driven 

R.I. Pinsker/APS-DPP 2014/October 2014 
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Waves that Landau damp must be evanescent  
in vacuum  coupling challenge 

•   No electrons have v|| > c, so 
for Landau damping waves 
must have vph|| < c 

•   Waves with n||=c/vph||  > 1 
decay radially in vacuum 
region, near antenna 
 

•   Rapidity of decay increases 
with n|| at fixed frequency, 
or with frequency at fixed n||  

•   More rapid decay         
higher electric fields needed 
in antenna to couple power 

R.I. Pinsker/APS-DPP 2014/October 2014 
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•   To do electron current drive, we need to be able to 
I)   Excite the wave from an antenna in the vacuum 

region, without excessive wall interaction 
II)   Wave must propagate from the antenna to the 

desired location of damping/current drive, without 
excessive damping along the way 

III)   Damp on electrons in a radial zone that is well-
defined 

The search for the appropriate wave(s) for mid-radius CD 

•   Hence we examine what waves are available with 
n||>1 for tokamak parameters 

R.I. Pinsker/APS-DPP 2014/October 2014 
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•   How many cold 
plasma waves there 
are depends on 
what’s held constant 

•   At fixed k⊥ and k||, 
there are up to five 
different frequencies 
satisfying the 
dispersion relation 

Cold plasma waves at fixed k|| - the BIG picture 

R.I. Pinsker/APS-DPP 2014/October 2014 
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•   At fixed frequency 
and k|| there are   
0, 1, or 2 different 
values of k⊥ that 
satisfy the 
dispersion relation 

•   If 2, the bigger k⊥ 
root is called 
(radially) “slow” 
and the other “fast” 

Cold plasma waves at fixed k|| - zoom in on LHRF 

“Slow” 

! pe
2

!e
2 = 2.25

R.I. Pinsker/APS-DPP 2014/October 2014 
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•   In very high IC harmonic range, Ωi<<ω<<Ωe, call this range 
Lower Hybrid Range of Frequencies (LHRF), because wave 
frequency is near lower hybrid resonance frequency 

•   At lower hybrid resonance, wavelength across field of SW goes 
to zero, perpendicular group velocity goes to zero – wave can 
never reach LHR (wave resonance) 
 

•   If                                     (low density, high field)  

•   If                                   (high density, low field), which 
defines the geometric mean gyrofrequency Ωgmg 

Why is the range of frequencies between the ion and 
electron cyclotron frequencies called the LHRF? 

! pe
2 <<!e

2, !LH "! pi

! pe
2 >>!e

2, !LH " !i!e #!gmg

R.I. Pinsker/APS-DPP 2014/October 2014 
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Both 
propagate 

•   In LHRF, both fast and slow 
waves propagate in 
significant volume of the 
plasma at the same n|| 

 

•   Fast wave does not ‘see’ 
the lower hybrid 
resonance, slow wave is 
stopped by it 

•   How can that happen? 
Answer: different 
polarizations for the two 
branches at different k⊥	


How does the lower hybrid resonance affect  
the propagation of slow and fast waves? 

•   500 MHz waves at n|| =3 

 
 

LHR ~ n!
2

R.I. Pinsker/APS-DPP 2014/October 2014 

Density (cm-3) 

Only SW propagates 

FW 
only 
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•   At n||      >1, no 

propagating 
cold plasma 
waves at 
higher 
frequencies 

•   Origin of the 
terms ‘whistler’ 
or ‘helicon’?	


Available waves for electron absorption by parallel 
processes, from low to high frequency  

‘Lower hybrid wave’ 

‘Whistler’ 
or 

‘helicon’ 

R.I. Pinsker/APS-DPP 2014/October 2014 
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•   Mt. Helicon (Greece) 

Helicons and whistlers I am NOT talking about 

•   E-flat 
Helicon 
(related 
to the 
tuba) 

•   In British Columbia 

•   In Musée d’Orsay 
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Fusion/
tokamaks 

Plasma sources 
(bounded 
geometry) 

Magnetosphere 
physics 

Mainly 
electromagnetic 
wave (radially 
forward wave) 

Fast wave in the 
lower hybrid 
range of 
frequencies 

Helicon Whistler 

Mainly 
electrostatic wave 
(radially 
backwards) 

Lower hybrid 
wave (or ‘slow 
wave’) 

Trivelpiece-Gould 
mode 

Sometimes 
considered just part 
of whistler 

Main linear 
damping 
mechanisms 

Landau 
damping in 
core plasma, 
maybe 
collisional, 
sheath losses in 
edge 

Collisional damping 
of TG modes at high 
densities, maybe 
some LD on non-
thermal electrons at 
low density 

In ionosphere, 
collisional 
 
In magnetosphere, 
Landau damping on 
non-thermal 
population 

Jargon in different applications of the  
cold plasma mode(s) in the LHRF 

R.I. Pinsker/APS-DPP 2014/October 2014 
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•   Why refer to a fixed k||  , or n|| at 
fixed frequency? 

•   In tokamak, launch waves at a 
specific frequency and toroidal 
wavelength 

•   Static magnetic field (defines || 
direction) is mainly toroidal 

•   Axisymmetry implies toroidal mode 
number is conserved 

•   Hence n||=k||c/ω = c/vph||     is 
approximately conserved 

Different situations regarding wave excitation in tokamaks, 
space science, and plasma sources 

φ  direction ignorable, 
almost same as || direction 

φ	


|| direction 

R.I. Pinsker/APS-DPP 2014/October 2014 
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•   In space science, waves at 
audio frequencies are excited 
by an impulse in time and 
localized in space – lightning! 

•   Hence frequencies and 
wavelengths that propagate 
can be detected ‘downstream’ 
– plasma in magnetosphere 
acts as a frequency and 
wavelength filter or delay line 

Different situations regarding wave excitation in tokamaks, 
space science, and plasma sources 

R.I. Pinsker/APS-DPP 2014/October 2014 
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•   In rf plasma sources, waves are 
excited with a specific 
frequency, typically 13.56 MHz, 
by antennas that are not 
strongly k-specific 

•   The waves that will fit into the 
bounded geometry at the 
particular density and field – 
eigenmodes – are what 
propagates 

Different situations regarding wave excitation in tokamaks, 
space science, and plasma sources 

VINETA, IPP-Garching 

R.I. Pinsker/APS-DPP 2014/October 2014 
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Tokamaks 
(core) 

Plasma 
sources 

Space science 
(magnetosphere) 

Electron density 
(m-3) 

1019 - 1020 1018 - 1019 108 - 1010 

Magnetic field (G) 104 - 105 102 - 103 10-2 – 10-1 

Ion mass (amu) 2 (D) 40 (argon) 1-16 (H-O) 
[mostly 1] 

Geometric mean 
gyrofrequency 

(0.5 - 5) GHz (1 – 10) MHz  (0.2 – 7) kHz  

Typical wave freq. (0.1 -1) GHz  10 MHz (1 -10 ) kHz 

ωpe/Ωe 0.1 - 3 3 -100 0.3 - 300 

ω/Ωi 
 

1 - 100 250 - 2500 7 – 1 x104 

Ωe/ω 
 

30 - 3000 30 - 300 3 - 300 

Wave parameters in the three fields ~  same dimensionless 
range, which is the Lower Hybrid Range of Frequencies (LHRF) 

R.I. Pinsker/APS-DPP 2014/October 2014 
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•   At a fixed frequency and k||  , in varying 
density or magnetic field, two branches 
can have the same k⊥ at a certain point  

•   There, the branches coalesce – have the 
same polarization, are not distinct 

•   Wave energy in one mode flows into the 
other (‘mode conversion’) 

•   Incoming energy on one root reflects, 
propagates out on the other branch 

•   Prevents energy on either branch from 
reaching higher density 

•   We say higher densities are 
‘inaccessible’ 

 

More on accessibility in the LHRF 

500 MHz , 1.5 T, D 

 
 

n|| =3 

n|| =1.4 

R.I. Pinsker/APS-DPP 2014/October 2014 

Density (cm-3) 

~ n⊥
 2 
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•   Above LHR frequency, 
accessibility limit on n|| is the 
same for slow and fast waves 

•   FWs continue at lower 
frequencies, where they are 
accessible at lower n|| values 

•   Best accessibility at a given 
frequency from high field side, 
due to strong dependence on BT  

•   To obtain slow wave accessibility 
to mid-radius at typical lower 
hybrid frequencies (~5 GHz), 
inside launch may be used 

•   See P. Bonoli’s talk on Friday, 
YI1.001, 9:30 am 

Improved accessibility for slow waves from high field side may 
permit application for mid-radius CD in some reactor designs 

R.I. Pinsker/APS-DPP 2014/October 2014 

FDF Density and Te Profiles 
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•   Electron Landau damping of helicon weaker 
than that of the lower hybrid wave, due to 
smaller wave E|| 

 

•   This allows penetration to higher Te region at a 
given n|| for this wave 

 

•   FW frequency and n|| must be optimized to give 
mid-radius deposition – higher frequency yields 
stronger damping at a given n|| 

Now turn our attention to the helicon branch in  
lower part of LHRF for the remainder of this talk 

R.I. Pinsker/APS-DPP 2014/October 2014 
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•   Examine changes in FW propagation as frequency is 
raised from ICRF into the LHRF 

 

•   For uniform plasma calculate the angle between the ray 
direction (group velocity vector) and B0, as function of 
n||      , frequency as parameter 

 
•   We will find a big difference between frequencies just 

above the ion cyclotron fundamental (ICRF) and the 
LHRF, especially at values of n|| in the practical range 
from 1 to 5 or 10 

What is the difference between Alfven-wave-like 
and whistler-like propagation? 

R.I. Pinsker/APS-DPP 2014/October 2014 
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Ray angle transitions from Alfven wave to whistler/helicon 
behavior as frequency increases 

Zoom in 

 
 

B0 

vg =
!!
!
!
k

Angle plotted 

•  Key difference between Alfven 
and whistler/helicon: latter has 
angle increasing with |n|||at 
values near accessibility limit 

Alfven-like 

Whistler-like 

fLHR = 527 MHz 
R.I. Pinsker/APS-DPP 2014/October 2014 
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•   Ray tracing in 
unwrapped 
torus slab 
model shows 
that whistler-
like rays will 
almost follow 
static B-field 
lines, slowly 
penetrating 

•   Higher n|| ray 
penetrates 
more rapidly 

Use this angle to do 1-D ray tracing (slab geometry) 

R.I. Pinsker/APS-DPP 2014/October 2014 

Density (1019 
m-3) 
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For DIII-D, optimum helicon frequency is about 0.5 GHz 

•   Computations with ray-
tracing model for DIII-D 
high-performance 
equilibrium 

•   Lower frequencies suffer 
from ion damping (we 
want electron current 
drive) 

•   Higher frequencies 
have problems getting 
into the core 

•   Also coupling problems 
(not shown) 

R.I. Pinsker/APS-DPP 2014/October 2014 
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DIII-D target discharge for these studies has high density, 
high Te at midradius for strong helicon absorption 

 
•   Discharge used 

simultaneous BT and Ip 
ramps to create current 
profiles giving excellent 
confinement and high beta 
(electron damping ~βe) 

 
•   Dominant neutral beam 

power creates fast ion 
population – stand-in to 
study absorption on alphas 

•   High density (slow radial 
penetration) and ~3 keV Te 
at damping location 

R.I. Pinsker/APS-DPP 2014/October 2014 
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Ray tracing of 0.65 GHz slow wave at n||=4.5 in DIII-D  
(above midplane launch) 

Usual projection 

Plan view (from above) 

R.I. Pinsker/APS-DPP 2014/October 2014 
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Ray tracing of 5 GHz slow wave at n||=3.5 in DIII-D  
(below midplane inside launch) 

Plan view (from above) 

Usual projection 

5 GHz 
slow wave 

R.I. Pinsker/APS-DPP 2014/October 2014 
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Ray tracing of 90 MHz fast wave at n||=3 in DIII-D 
(above midplane launch) 

Plan view (from above) 

Usual projection Ray ends with total ion absorption at 9th harmonic 
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Ray tracing of 0.5 GHz helicon at n||=3 in DIII-D  
(above midplane launch) 

Plan view (from above) 

Usual projection Ray ends with total electron absorption 

fast wave 
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For 0.5 GHz helicon case, full-wave code AORSA shows similar 
results as ray-tracing, far more computationally expensive 

•   n||   = 4 

•   Electron 
absorption 
with single 
toroidal 
mode at 
equivalent 
of n||   = 4 in 
AORSA 

R.I. Pinsker/APS-DPP 2014/October 2014 

AORSA, Jaeger, et al. 
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•   12-element low-power 
prototype will be installed 
early 2015, 1 MW version 
(wider) to follow 

A wave-launching structure known as a ‘comb-line’ is 
being constructed for the DIII-D 0.5 GHz experiment 

•   Aluminum model for 
laboratory cold tests 

R.I. Pinsker/APS-DPP 2014/October 2014 

C.P. Moeller 
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Questions to be answered by the DIII-D  
0.5 GHz experiments starting next year 

•   Main purpose of low power experiment (2015) is to 
investigate linear coupling 
–   Can we radiate most of the power in one pass through wave 

launching structure? 
–   Are the SOL density profiles in the poloidal region of interest in the 

target consistent with good coupling? 
–   Can direct excitation of the slow wave be minimized? 

 

•   Nonlinear aspects to be addressed in the 1 MW experiment
(2016) include: 
–   Does parametric decay instability, thought to become significant in 

the 0.1 MW- 1 MW range, cause important levels of pump depletion? 
–   Is ion damping important through non-linear or even linear 

mechanisms? 

R.I. Pinsker/APS-DPP 2014/October 2014 
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•   Electron current drive produced by electron Landau 
damping of asymmetric spectrum 

•   Damping is well understood 
•   To drive current at mid-radius in a reactor-scale plasma with 

best efficiency, need to investigate variations on already 
proven methods 

•   Helicons (FWs in LHRF) are one under-explored possibility, 
being investigated on DIII-D 
–  Need to establish that waves of the appropriate character can 

be launched with a reasonable structure 
–  Also need to investigate non-linear processes in the outer part 

of the plasma 

•   Other possibilities include SWs launched from the inboard 
side, under investigation at MIT and elsewhere 

Summary 

R.I. Pinsker/APS-DPP 2014/October 2014 
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Extras/rejects follow 
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•   Since at frequencies in the ECRF 

radial decay of waves with          
|n|||> 1 is so rapid in vacuum, 
must use cyclotron absorption 
there with waves that propagate 
in vacuum 
•   No coupling issue there 
•   Instead of a lower density limit for 

propagation, there is the upper 
density limit due to refraction and 
cutoff 

 

What waves are available for damping by parallel 
processes in tokamak plasmas? 

•   110 GHz waves at n|| =0.2 

 
 

 
•   What waves are available for use with ω<Ωe?  
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3 MA driven with 6 MW of 3.7 GHz LH in JET at similar 
density (same CD efficiency neIcdR/Prf as JT-60U case) 
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•   Since wave B|| is linked to the wave E⊥ and the perpendicular 
wavelength and frequency by Faraday’s law, and  

•   For a given wave mode, E|| and E⊥ are linked by wave 
polarization,  

•   Electric and magnetic parallel forces are coherent and must 
be calculated together 
–   Leads to a well-known cancellation between TTMP and ‘cross-

term’ for electron damping of fast waves at low frequencies 
ω~Ωi 

•   The cancellation also depends on the fact that E|| being non-
zero for fast wave at low frequencies is a hot plasma effect 

•   But at higher frequencies, even cold plasma fast waves have 
non-zero E|| (cannot neglect electron inertia)                   

•   ‘Extra’ Landau damping that totally dominates the low 
frequency terms 

Notes about “TTMP”  force 
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Cancellation between TTMP and ‘cross term’ at low frequencies 
for fast waves becomes irrelevant at higher frequencies 

•   In fact, the ‘extra’ term totally dominates the Stix ‘75 term and 
TTMP can safely be ignored by comparison to LD for FWs as well 
as for slow waves 
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Traveling Wave Antenna was tested on JFT-2M in 1996 

• 12 radiating straps  
• Tested at voltages  
   corresponding to 800 kW 
• Experimentally successful at 
   launching the fast wave 
• Designed and built by GA  

• 10-50 radiators 
• Feedthroughs only at ends 
• Matched impedance minimizes 
   voltage 
• Radiators connected inductively 
• 4 or more straps per parallel 
   wavelength  

[Moeller, 1993; 
Pinsker, 1996; 
Ogawa, 2001] 

Radiating 
element 

Feed 

Ground 
plane 
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•   20 MHz waves at n|| =10 

 
 

Alfven-like wave near ω~Ωi; whistler-like wave in LHRF 

•   500 MHz waves at n|| =3 

 
 

Alfven 
dispersion 

Alfven 
dispersion 

Whistler 
dispersion 

LHR 

LHR 

Slow wave 
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Above LHR, fast and slow waves have an accessibility 
limit, preventing use of n-parallel too close to 1 

•  Lower n|| is much 
less strongly 
evanescent at 
low density, and 
the cutoff density 
is significantly 
lower 

• But in this 
example lower 
n||  cannot 
penetrate 
beyond  ~2 x 1019 

n||=4 FW

n||=4 SW

n||=2 FW

n||=2 SW

Inaccessible

Propagating

Propagating

f=500 MHz
BT=1.15 T
Deuterium

1017 1018 1019 1020

Electron Density (m-3)

15

10

5

0 EvanescentEvanescent
EvanescentEvanescent

-5

si
nh

-1
(n

2 )
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•   Empirical density limit for 
electron interaction in core for 
slow (lower hybrid) waves 

•   Limiting density scales ~f2, as 
would be expected from 
something associated with LHR 

•   But it occurs even if f > fgmg and 
there is consequently no LHR 
possible 

•   Associated with nonlinear 
phenomena (parametric decay 
instabilities) 

•   Recent work on C-Mod has 
shown that it’s not quite this 
simple – depends on more than 
just frequency 

Slow wave suffers an empirical density limit for 
electron interaction 
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Malmberg, Wharton and Drummond (GA, 1965) proved Landau 
damping is a real, measurable, and important phenomenon 
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FIG. 6. kj/kr versus x*, 

normalized to the mean thermal velocity agreement is obtained. To compute the 
theory, ve require the ratio of the mean thermal velocity to the group velocity. 
The slope of the dispersion curve, (Fig. 5),da>/dk, is the group velocity, so this 
quantity too is experimentally measured. The ratio is not sufficiently different 
between the tvo sets of data to significantly affect the theoretical curve. Thus 
the theoretical curve is a not subject to any normalization. The experimental 
data have also not been normalized in any manner. We have' not attempted to 
assign errors to the data but some idea may be obtained from the scatter of the 
points, which is typical of several similar sets of data. The most important 
systematic error in Fig. 6 is due to the uncertainty of about 9jt in the temper-
ature measurement, which is sufficient to completely account for the small hor-
izontal shift between the theoretical curve and the experimental points. 

Figure 6 demonstrates that the magnitude of the damping, its dependence on 
phase velocity, and its dependence on plasma temperature, are as predicted by 
Landau. The damping lengths observed range from 2 cm to 50 cm while the electron 
mearij free path, which is roughly the collisional damping length, is of the order 
of ko m. Damping due to currents in the boundary shield, wave scattering from 
irregularities in the plasma, and from wave-wave scattering from noise in the 
plasma have been estimated and also appear to be orders of magnitude too small 
to explain the result. And none of these effects are expected to give a damping 
with such a strong dependence on phase velocity. 

The damping observed for wave propagation in the upstream and downstream 
directions agrees within the random errors when plotted against xj, provided 
that the end plate is sufficiently negative to contain all the electrons. To 
test the effect of end plate potential on the damping, we have observed the 
power transmission between two fixed probes as a function of end plate voltage. 
This is a very sensitive way to observe small changes in damping length since 
the received power depends exponentially on damping length. For downstream pro-
pagation the signal is almost independent of end plate potential. For pro-
pagation in the upstream direction, the signal is almost independent of the end 
plate potential until a particular voltage is reached, and then switches to a 
much larger value. This voltage corresponds to the "escape energy" of the elec-
trons producing the damping, and allowing for the. plasma potential, may be con-
verted to. the velocity of these electrons in the plasma. Only one electron in 
lo3 to 10 is escaping the plasma when the abrupt change in damping occurs. 
By repeating the measurement at a variety of frequencies (and thus various phase 
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FIG. 4. Raw data. Upper curve is the logarithm of received power. Lower curve is interferometer output. 
Abscissa is probe separation. 
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FIG. 5. Dispersion curve. 

From data such as Fig. k we determine, as a function of frequency the real 
and imaginary part's of the parallel wave number, (kr = 2v/\, k^ = 1/2X). A 
typical measured dispersion relation for the waves is plotted in Fig. 5- These 
data have not been analyzed in detail, but the absolute magnitude and shape of 
the curve are approximately as expected for. longitudinal electron oscillations 
in a strong magnetic field when the radial density distribution and finite tem-
perature are included in the theory. The dispersion is dominated by the radial 
density distribution, and to obtain an exact fit to the dispersion curve, the 
actual density profile would have to be put into the theory, presumably numer-
ically. 

In Fig. 6, we compare the' measured damping with the theory. The ordinate 
is the ratio of the imaginary to the real part of longitudinal wave number and 
the abscissa is the square of the ratio of the phase velocity to the mean thermal 
velocity. The ratio  ^/ . and the phase velocity of the wave (the product of the 
wave length and frequency) are obtained directly from data like Fig. k. Since 
we have shown previously that the electron velocity distribution is a Maxwellian 
and measured its temperature, the mean thermal velocity is also known experimen-
tally. 

The experimental points are from two separate sets of data taken with dif-
ferent plasma parameters, especially a temperature difference by about 50f>. 
The magnitude of the damping at any given phase velocity for these two sets of 
data is different by an order of magnitude. However, when the phase velocity is 

•   Landau damping is not just an exercise in analytic continuation 
and contour integration in the complex plane, it is a real and 
useful phenomenon in laboratory plasmas 

LANDAU DAMPING OF ELECTRON PLASMA WAVES 

J.H.MALMBERG. C . B . WHARTON AND W . E . DRUMMOND 
GENERAL ATOMIC DIVISION, GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION, 

SAN DIEGO, C A L I F . . UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Abstract — Résumé —           — Resumen 

LANDAU DAMPING OF ELECTRON PLASMA WAVES.. It has been predicted by Landau that longitudinal 
electron waves in a plasma of finite temperature are damped, even in the absence of collisions. The validity 
of the theory has been challenged on various grounds. Experimental verification is desirable both because the 
damping is an important phenomena and because the method of calculation has been widely used for related 
problems. We have measured the damping of electron plasma waves propagating along a cylindrical plasma 
column immersed in a.magnetic field. The plasma matches the assumptions of the theory, namely, collisions 
are so rare as to produce negligible damping! the number of particles in a Debye sphere is large, the plasma 
radius is large compared to the Debye length, and the election velocity distribution function is Maxwellian. 
The frequency, wavelength and damping length of the waves are measured. The electron velocity distribution 
function is measured for electron velocities corresponding to the range of wave phase velocities. We observe 
heavy exponential damping of the waves in a density range where collisional damping is negligible. The 
magnitude of the observed damping and its dependence on phase velocity are predictedaccurately, without 
any normalizations, by the theory of Landau. The plasma boundary conditions may be adjusted to remove 
electrons exceeding a given velocity from the plasma. When the velocity at which the distribution function 
is truncated is reduced to the phase velocity of the wave, the wave damping decreases dramatically. By making 
this measurement as a function of wave phase velocity, we establish that the damping is caused by a very few 
electrons travelling in the direction of and at the phase velocity of the wave, as expected from theory. 

AMORTISSEMENT DE LANDAU DES ONDES DE PLASMA ELECTRONIQUE. Landau avait prévu que les 
ondes électroniques longitudinales dans un plasma de température finie sont amorties, même en l'absence de 
collisions. On a contesté, pour diverses raisons, la validité de cette théorie. Il est souhaitable d'en faire la 
vérification expérimentale à la fois parce que l'amortissement est un phénomène important et parce que la 
méthode de calcul a été largement utilisée pour des problèmes connexes. Les auteurs ont mesuré l'amortisse-
ment d'ondes de plasma électronique se propageant le long d'une colonne de plasma cylindrique plongée dans un 
champ magnétique. Le plasma se comporte comme prévu, c'est-à-dire que les collisions sont si rares qu'elles 
ne produisent qu'un amortissement négligeable, le nombre de particules dans une sphère de Debye est important, 
le rayon de plasma est grand par rapport à la longueur de Debye, et la fonction de distribution des vitesses 
électroniques est maxwellienne. Les auteurs ont mesuré la fréquence, la longueur d'onde et la longueur d'amor-
tissement des ondes. Ils ont mesuré la fonction de distribution des vitesses électroniques pour des vitesses 
d'électrons correspondant à la gamme des vitesses de phase des ondes. Ils ont observé un fort amortissement 
exponentiel des ondes dans un intervalle de densités où l'amortissement par collisions est négligeable. La 
théorie de Landau permet de prévoir de façon exacte, sans aucune normalisation, la grandeur de l'amortisse-
ment observé et sa dépendance à l'égard de la vitesse de phase. On peut ajuster les conditions aux limites du 
plasma pour écarter du plasma les électrons dont la vitese dépasse une valeur donnée. Lorsque la vitesse a 
laquelle la fonction de distribution est tronquée est réduite à la vitesse de phase de l'onde, l'amortissement 
de l'onde décroît fortement. En procédant à cette mesure en fonction de la vitesse de phase de l'onde, les 
auteurs ont établi que l'amortissement est causé par quelques rares électrons se déplaçant dans la direction 
de l'onde et à la vitesse de phase de cette onde, comme prévu d'après la théorie, 
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Accessibility extends to lower n|| at lower frequency 

1 GHz 
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Accessibility extends to lower n|| at lower frequency 

0.25 GHz 
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•   Two reasons: 
–   Electron Landau damping strongly increases with 

frequency at a fixed n||       , so difficult to get strong 
absorption at mid-radius at too low a frequency 

–   Ion cyclotron damping siphons off the energy into ions 
(either fast ones (alphas, beam ions) or even thermal ions) 
before getting to the desired electron damping location 

•   So we expect an optimum frequency for fast waves, 
where electron damping is strong enough, ion 
damping is weak enough, and accessibility is still 
good enough to allow a low enough n|| to be used 

Since accessibility improves, why not use FWs in ICRF? 
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Ray tracing in full toroidal geometry shows similar 
properties for 500 MHz helicons 

(a) f = 0.5 GHz    nII = 3.0

(b)
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